
1- My work schedule is so unpredict…………….
- tion                                  -ful
- ness                                 -able 
2- Bandar ……………….for 40 minutes before he noticed that the 

back door was open.
- had driven                      -may drive
- is driving                          -has driven
3- Don’t drink………… soda at bedtime, or you will never fall asleep.
- too many                             -many
- not enough                         -too much
4- After college, many people live on their own and ………… 

themselves.
- cope                                     -support
- struggle                               -swallow
5- Recycling helps protect the environment,……………it?
- isn’t it                              -hasn’t it
- doesn’t it                        -wasn’t it 
6- During the winter months, some of her athletic………….. are 

skiing, skating and mountain climbing.
- critics                                -pursuits
- traits                                 -donations
7- Identify the word from the parallel structure in the following 

sentence.
The workers do the vacuuming, mop the floors, and mow the 
yards.
-adjectives                                   -adverbs
-nouns                                           -verbs

     8- What does the word ‘invigorate’ mean in the following sentence?

The president had a meeting to invigorate trade between Taiwan and the 
U.K.

- solve                                     -conquer
- encourage                            -claim



9 – It’s ……………to check whether the flight times have changed 
before you leave for the airport. 
- exhausted                              -integrated
- steady                                      -wise

10- The students……………… the test by the time I got to the exam room.

- are taking                                -have taken
- may take                                 -had taken

11- They say I’m too old, but I’m going to ………………them all wrong. 

- discover                                       -solve
- investigate                                  -prove

12- Would you like a sandwich and a soft ……………for lunch?

- diet                                                -juice
- drink                                             -snack

13- I cannot rely on this man. He is a distrust………….person 

- ness                                          -able 
- tion                                           -ful 

14- There are ………………questions to answer, so I won’t be able to finish 
on time.

- not enough                                 -much
- too much                                     -too many

15- Certain personality…………….make people more likely to become social 
and friendly.

- obstacles                                        -traits
- precautions                                    -pursuits

16- Your brothers all have cars, ……………..they?

- don’t                                -are
- aren’t                              -won’t



17- Vegetables such as onions, cucumbers and carrots give perfect 
symmetry in a salad. These ingredients really go well together.

The word ‘symmetry’ is closest in meaning to…………..  .

- balance                                      -brand
- mood                                         -circulations

18- what does the word ‘disseminating’ mean in the following sentence?

The world Health Organization’ is disseminating information about 
disease prevention to different countries.

- spreading                                              -criticizing
- preventing                                            -entertaining

19- Khalid ought to ……………. Healthy food otherwise he won’t get better.

- eat                                   -eating
- eats                                  -ate

20- Which of the following sentences is in the correct word order?

- Afnan wore a red/ lovely /silk/ dress.
- Afnan wore a lovely/silk/red/dress.
- Afnan wore a lovely/red/silk/dress.
- Afnan wore a silk/red/lovely/dress.

21- I wanted to go out with my friends, …………I stayed home because I 
was tired.

- if                                            -or
- so                                          -but

22- What is the synonym of the word ’occur’?

- struggle                                     -cope
- happen                                     -support



23- What does ’belligerent’ mean in the following sentence?

When police officers questioned him, he became belligerent and tried to 
hit one of them.

- guilty                                             -aggressive
- curious                                          -sensible

24- Omar, you are so …………… where did you learn to draw like that?

- create                                        -creator
- creative                                     -creatively

25- The government took every possible …………..to prevent the spread of 
the disease.

- pursuit                                    -challenge
- precaution                             -tolerance

26- Mr. Ducker was really upset……………….the way his students behaved 
in class.

- of                                 -about
- to                                 -for

27- Nada used to watch TV all weekend, but now she ……………more in 
order to get a scholarship.

- was studying                                       -studies
- study                                                    -studied

28- Corey is the most……….little kid I’ve ever seen because he cries a lot.

- surrounding                                    -annoying
- broadcasting                                  -financial

29- What is a synonym of the word ‘limitations’?

- experiment                                          -data
- disadvantage                                      -benefits
-



30- Which of the following sentences is in the correct word order?

- Leila bought a pair of / leather/expensive/jogging/shoes.
- Leila bought a pair of /jogging/leather /expensive/shoes.
- Leila bought a pair of /expensive /leather /jogging/ shoes.
- Leila bought a pair of /expensive / jogging/leather/shoes.

31- The security issues the president talked about don’t………..all the 
public money spent on his private house.

- fulfill                                          -adopt
- adapt                                         -justify

32- Noor ……………….a student at Taibah University two years ago.

- will be                                             -has been
- was                                                   -is

33- Additional information can often be helpful to increase the accuracy 
of the ……………..we make.

- Prediction                                           -predictable
- Predict                                                 -predicts

34- A …………………amount of research was done here by our science 
department.

- consideration                                   -consider
- considerable                                   -considerably

35- In her last job, she had a ………………as a hard worker. 

- reputation                                         -brand
- fund                                                    -campaign

36- Leila ………………..to the conference before she ate lunch.

- has gone                                     -hadn’t gone
- is going                                        -goes



37- After working for six hours, Sally was……….., so she decided to take a 
break.

- digital                                              -exhausted
- permanent                                     -likely

38- What is the synonym of the word ‘limitations’

- benefits                                               -experiments
- disadvantages                                    -data

39- Mark is sick, ……………….he isn’t taking the exam today.

- So                                          -but
- Or                                         -then

40- Which word forms are parallel in the following sentence?

Nowadays, modern universities use tablets instead of paper or textbooks.

- Verbs                                                -Nouns
- Adverbs                                           -Adjectives

41- If you ask me, every student ought to…………….a tablet in class.

- had                                         -have
- has                                          -having

42- Which word forms are parallel in the following sentences?

I can tell the driverless car to drive cautiously or aggressively.

- Adjectives                                   -Nouns
- Adverbs                                       -Verbs

43- Which of the following sentences you hear ends in a rising intonation?

- Telling a lie is always wrong, isn’t it?
- The government should do something, shouldn’t they?
- We can trust Jeff, can’t we?
- You’re responsible for this, aren’t you?



44- That problem became really serious,………………..it?

- isn’t                                      -didn’t
- wasn’t                                 -does

45- I used to spend a lot of money on clothes, but nowadays I …………….to 
save money to buy a house.

- tried                                               -try
- had tried                                        -was trying

46- ……………….I got a good job. I bought a new house

- After that                                            -After
- However                                              -So

47- Read the introductory paragraph to an opinion essay below. Which of 
the following is the best thesis statement for the essay?

While watching my son’s baseball game the other night, I noticed 
something new around the fence surrounding the field. There was a huge 
advertisement for a popular brand of soda. I was absolutely shocked! 
How could an advertisement for junk food be placed in view of all of the 
children and parents? I realize now that this huge corporation is giving 
money to my son’s school, but at what cost?

- Advertisements for unhealthy food or drinks should not be on 
school property.

- While watching my son’s baseball game the other night, I 
noticed something new around the fence surrounding the field.

- I think soda advertisements are very funny. 
- I think it’s wonderful that companies are paying for sports 

programs. 

48- The accident …………….a lot of damage yesterday. Now, the road is 
clear, and business are open again.

- cause                                                    -is causing
- may cause                                           -caused



49- Read the introductory paragraph to an opinion essay below. Which of 
the following is the best thesis statement for the essay?

With new technology, advertising can be deceptive. For example, many 
beauty ads show women with perfect skin and hair. In reality, their 
photos have been ‘touched up’ by computer software programs. Men, 
too, are shown as very muscular and strong. When the reality may be 
quite different. Men and women both age naturally, but advertisements 
show a different kind of person-one who never gets old.  

- With new technology, advertising can be deceptive. For 
example, many beauty ads show women with perfect skin and 
hair. 

- I think computer software programs are very innovative. 
- I think changing the way someone looks in a photo is outdated. 
- I think advertising should show people of different ages, shapes, 

and size, not just young people. 

50- Read the introductory paragraph to an opinion essay below. Which of 
the following is the best thesis statement for the essay?

I was watching TV last night and realized something about my life. I’m 
missing a lot of things. When I saw a commercial for a new sports car. I 
realized I don’t have the most modern car. An ad for flat-screen TVs 
reminded me that my television is eight years old. And finally, the travel 
commercial reminded me that I don’t have the money to travel to exotic 
places and stay in world famous resorts. So, in the end, all of these ads 
make me feel like a failure. This is not a reason why I watch TV. 

- Advertising on TV should entertain us.
- Advertising on TV should not make us feel like we are not 

successful.
- Advertising on TV should provide us with details about all the 

latest products.
- Advertising on TV should make us miss a lot of things. 
-



51- Which of the following sentences uses descriptive adjectives?

- I don’t have time to eat breakfast in the morning.
- I paddled down the street to where the sound was coming from.
- The winds died down almost as quickly as they had started.
- My roommate at university is tall and handsome.

52- It was very……………..to spill the juice all over myself at the wedding 
party.

- embarrassingly                               -embarrassing
- embarrass                                        -embarrassment

53- Which of the following sentences you hear ends in a rising intonation?

- Telling a lie is always wrong, isn’t it?
- The government should do something, shouldn’t they?
- We can trust Jeff, can’t we?
- You’re responsible for this, aren’t you?

54- What is the synonym of the word ‘experiment’?

- Tests
- Limitations
- Disadvantages
- Benefits

55- My friend was a heavy smoker, but I finally ………………him to stop 
smoking. 

- conquered
- revolutionized
- persuaded
- claimed

56- The company asked the bank for a loan to …………….the project.

- the finances
- financially
- financial
- finance



-

57- Which of the following do you use to give a reason?

- That’s why
- Can you explain?
- For example
- Do you agree?

58- The movie was interesting,………..it was a bit long.

- then
- if
- but
- or

59- Lina cried when she remembered the pain…….memory.

- ful
- able
- tion
- ness

60- Most of the new jobs in the area only pay the minimum……………

- economy
- position
- wage
- career

61- The fence……………my son’s school is so low that anyone can climb it.

- entertaining
- broadcasting
- annoying
- surrounding

62- How …………teaspoons do you want in this coffee?

- enough
- many
- much



- too much

63-  Mrs. Johnson likes her job so much that she says that she doesn’t 
want to …………..

- retire
- solve
- investigate
- locate

64- It was kind of ………because she had something hanging out of her 
nose.

- disgusting
- interactive
- integrated
- reliable

65- I certain…………….never expected to become a writer.

- ness
- ly
- able
- tion

66- Which of the following sentences uses a descriptive adjectives?

- I bought my brother a beautiful watch for his graduation.
- I saw an accident on the way to work this morning.
- I met my friend at the park on Sultana Street.
- I ate a meal at a restaurant downtown. 


